Use of a multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification method for the detection of deletions/duplications in the GBA1 gene in Gaucher disease patients.
Gaucher disease (GD) is caused by the deficient activity of β-glucocerebrosidase due to pathogenic mutations in the GBA1. This gene has a pseudogene (GBAP) with 96% of sequence homology. Recombination (Rec) events in the GBA1 seem to be facilitated by an increased degree of homology and proximity to the GBAP. The objectives of this study were to validate the P338-X1 GBA kit (MRC-Holland) for Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification (MLPA) and to detect larger deletions/duplications present in GBA1 in GD patients from Brazil. Thirty-three unrelated Brazilian GD patients, previously genotyped by the Sanger method (both pathogenic alleles identified=29 patients, only one allele identified=3 patients, no pathogenic alleles identified=1 patient), were evaluated by the MLPA assay. MLPA was compatible with the previous results obtained by Sanger sequencing and identified an additional allele (a heterozygous deletion in intron 7 in one patient with only one mutation identified by Sanger). Our data suggest that, although larger deletions/duplications do not appear to be frequent in GD, the P338-X1 GBA kit for MLPA appears to be a good method for GBA1 analysis. Additional investigations should be performed in order to characterize the remaining four uncharacterized alleles of our sample.